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MARCH
This bestselling Arabic course has long been a trusted resource for
beginner students of the Arabic language!

Mastering Arabic with Online Audio
Jane Wightwick & Mahmoud Gaafar

Mastering Arabic 1 features an attractive full-color design with
a wealth of illustrations and photos, access to a free website
with online exercises and videos, and conversation sections
which encourage you to begin speaking Arabic right away.
Designed for both classroom use and self-study, Mastering
Arabic 1 is a modern, engaging beginning Arabic course that
offers lively dialogues, a variety of texts and exercises, and
fascinating cultural insights.
• Teaches Modern Standard Arabic, the universal 		
language of the Arab world
• Includes 20 carefully-paced units with cartoon 		
illustrations, engaging exercises and conversation
sections
• Useful, relevant lessons cover everyday situations
related to introductions, family, jobs, dining, shopping
and much more
• Offers a gradual introduction to the language, script,
and grammar through audio, video, stories, and easyto-follow explanations
• Free online audio featuring pronunciation by native
speakers
• Access to a free website with videos and online 		
exercises to reinforce and supplement the lessons

Pub date: 3/02/2021
Paperback · 384 pages · 6 x 9
ISBN 13: 978-0-7818-1422-5
ISBN 10: 0-7818-1422-7
$45.00
Rights: North America
Also by the authors:
Mastering Arabic 1 Activity Book
ISBN: 978-0-7818-1339-6
Mastering Arabic 2 with Online Audio
ISBN: 978-0-7818-1405-8
Mastering Arabic 2 Activity Book
ISBN: 978-0-7818-1406-5

Jane Wightwick and Mahmoud Gaafar are experienced writers, publishers and educators
specializing in accessible language guides and learning materials. They have authored numerous
titles including Mastering Arabic 1 & 2, Mastering Arabic 1 & 2 Activity Book, Arabic Dictionary &
Phrasebook, all published by Hippocrene Books. They reside in the U.K.
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MAY
Learn Bengali with this complete course, now with free audio download!

Beginner’s Bengali (Bangla) with Online Audio
Hanne-Ruth Thompson
Spoken by over 200 million people worldwide, Bengali
(Bangla) is an official language of Bangladesh and
India. It is an Indo-Aryan language that descended
from Sanskrit and has a rich thousand-year-old literary
tradition.
Ideal for those new to Bengali/Bangla, learning at
home or in the classroom, Beginner’s Bengali (Bangla)
with Online Audio includes:
• Introductory Unit 1 that clearly outlines basics of
Bengali/Bangla sounds and script and serves as a
key building block for subsequent chapters
• Fourteen carefully-paced units, each chapter 		
including practical grammar lessons, exercises and
vocabulary
• Answer key and helpful appendices including verb
charts, numbers and kinship terms
• Bengali-English and English-Bengali glossaries
• Online MP3 audio files for free download featuring
pronunciation by native speakers

Hanne-Ruth Thompson is a specialist on Bengali
language structures with many years of experience of
teaching Bengali at SOAS in London. She is author of
Bengali: A Comprehensive Grammar (Routledge), Bengali
published by John Benjamins in Amsterdam, and Beginner’s
Bengali with Audio CD, Bengali Dictionary & Phrasebook, and
Bengali Practical Dictionary, all published by Hippocrene
Books.
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Pub date: 05/11/2021
Paperback · 368 pages · 6 x 9
ISBN 13: 978-0-7818-1420-1
ISBN 10: 0-7818-1420-0
$29.95
Rights: World
Previous edition ISBN:
978-0-7818-1352-5

JUNE
Learn Georgian with this complete course, now with free audio download!

Beginner’s Georgian with Online Audio
Dodona Kiziria
Spoken by over 3.5 million people worldwide, Georgian
is an official language of the country Georgia, located
in the Caucasus region of Eurasia. It is an Kartvelian
language that is written in its own script, the Georgian
script.
Ideal for those new to Georgian, learning at home or
in the classroom, Beginner’s Georgian with Online Audio
includes:
• An introductory section on Georgian language, 		
culture and history
• Thirteen carefully-paced units, each one opening
with a dialogue about an everyday topic followed
by grammar lessons, exercises and vocabulary
• Answer key to the exercises
• Georgian-English and English-Georgian glossaries
• Online MP3 audio files for free download featuring
pronunciation by native speakers

Dodona Kiziria, a native of Tbilisi, Georgia, received her
Ph.D. in Slavic Languages and Literatures from Indiana
University. Now Professor Emerita, she taught Georgian
language and culture, Russian literature, and Russian and
East European cinema at Indiana University for more than
thirty years. She has also taught Georgian at the University of Chicago and Duke University. In 2004, Kiziria was
awarded honorary Georgian citizenship.

Pub date: 06/08/2021
Paperback · 290 pages · 5.5 x 8.5
ISBN 13: 978-0-7818-1419-5
ISBN 10: 0-7818-1419-7
$29.95
Rights: World
Previous edition ISBN:
I978-0-7818-1230-6
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The Ukrainian-English Collocations Dictionary
Yuri I. Shevchuk
A groundbreaking new Ukrainian language resource!
The Ukrainian-English Collocations Dictionary provides
the core Ukrainian lexicon as it is used in contemporary
speech. This dictionary has no precedents in Ukrainian
and Slavic lexicography and combines elements of six
types of dictionaries: translation, collocations, learner’s,
thesaurus, phraseological and encyclopedic dictionaries.
The Ukrainian-English Collocations Dictionary will
be useful to Ukrainian language learners of all levels
(elementary, intermediate, advanced and superior),
Ukrainian language instructors and instructors of
theory and practice of translation, Ukrainian-English
and English-Ukrainian translators and interpreters,
comparative linguists, lexicographers, researchers,
business people, journalists, and anyone with an interest
in the Ukrainian language. It is an irreplaceable resource
for Ukrainian-speakers who study English and native
speakers of Ukrainian who wish to perfect and enrich
their Ukrainian.
Includes:
• Over 9,000 entries that comprise the most 		
frequently used Ukrainian lexicon
• More than 200,000 word collocations
• 80,000 illustrative examples, including common 		
Ukrainian idioms and their English equivalents
• A comprehensive introduction to the Ukrainian 		
language and grammar

Pub date: 03/23/2021
Paperback · 1150 pages · 8.5 x 11
ISBN 13: 978-0-7818-1421-8
ISBN 10: 0-7818-1421-9
$59.95
Rights: World
Also by author:
Beginner’s Ukrainian with
Interactive Online Workbook
ISBN 978-0-7818-1324-2

Yuri I. Shevchuk, Ph. D., lecturer of Ukrainian at Columbia University in New York City since
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2004, is a leading specialist in Ukrainian-English lexicography. From 1990-2012, he also taught
Ukrainian at Harvard University Summer School. His published translations include George
Orwell’s Animal Farm, (1990, 2015) and the bestselling Orest Subtelny Ukraine a History (199)1.
He authored Beginner’s Ukrainian with Interactive Online Workbook (2011, 2013), a popular
textbook for American college students and independent learners worldwide, also published by
Hippocrene Books.

Contact Information
Ordering
Hippocrene Books, Inc. is distributed by Two Rivers Distribution,
an INGRAM brand. For U.S. Customer Service, please see below:
Independent bookstores and gift stores:
Ingram Publisher Services
Customer Service
One Ingram Blvd.
LaVergne, TN 37086
Tel: 866-400-5351
ips@ingramcontent.com
You may also submit orders via the IPS cart on iPage
(use IPS SAN: 6318630).
All other customers:
Ingram Publisher Services/Jackson
210 American Drive
Jackson, TN 38301
Tel: 800-343-4499
ipsjacksonorders@ingramcontent.com

Editorial / Foreign Rights / Publicity Inquiries:
info@hippocrenebooks.com
Hippocrene Books, Inc.
171 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016
www.hippocrenebooks.com
Titles, prices, and other contents of this catalog are subject to change without notice.
Orders will be filled at prices and on terms in effect on the date of shipment.
Contact Ingram for returns policy.
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